The Gamma nail for peritrochanteric fractures.
The Gamma nail was designed to treat unstable intertrochanteric and subtrochanteric fractures. The device was developed after cadaver studies and has been used clinically since February 1985 in a total of 421 patients. The results in 123 patients treated by the third version of this design are reported. The Gamma nail transmits weight closer to the calcar than does the dynamic hip screw and it has greater mechanical strength. A semi-closed operative technique is used, with an average duration of operation of 35 minutes and little blood loss. Distal locking screws can be used to maintain rotational stability, and can be inserted without the use of an image intensifier. Results showed satisfactory fracture union with little loss of position, even in comminuted fractures. Operative complications were few, but included fractures of the base of the greater trochanter. The most important postoperative complication, seen in one case, was fracture of the shaft of the femur at the distal end of the nail, but this healed well after re-nailing.